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Evidence-based decision-making is central to public health.
Implementing evidence-informed actions is most challen-
ging during a public health emergency as in an epidemic,
when time is limited, scientific uncertainties and political
pressures tend to be high, and reliable data is typically
lacking.
The process of including data for preparedness and training
for evidence-based decision making in public health
emergencies is not systematic and is complicated by many
barriers as the absence of common digital tools and
approaches for resource planning and update of response
plans. Health Technology Assessment (HTA) is used with
the aim to improve the quality and efficiency of public
health interventions and to make healthcare systems more
sustainable. Many of today’s public health crises are also
cross-border, and countries need to collaborate in a
systematic and standardized way in order to enhance
interoperability to share data and to plan coordinated
response. Digital health tools have an important role to play in
this setting, facilitating use of knowledge about the population
that can potentially affected by the crisis within and across
regional and national borders. To strengthen the impact of
scientific evidence on decision-making for public health
emergency preparedness and response, it is necessary to better
define and align mechanisms through which interdisciplinary
evidence feeds into decision-making processes during public
health emergencies and the context in which these mechanisms
operate. Activities and policy development in the HTA network
could inform this process. The objective of this presentation is to
identify barriers for evidence-based decision making during
public health emergencies and discuss how standardization in
digital health and HTA processes may help overcome these
barriers leading to more effective coordinated and evidence-
based public health emergency response.
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Background:
Preparedness is one of the fundamental public health
activities as it allows health systems to effectively manage
threats. It can be considered a continuous quality improve-
ment process, therefore requiring an assessment both in
planning and checking phase. The assessment should
consider several aspects spanning contextual factors but
also health technologies being used. In order to manage
threats, epidemics in particular, several health technologies
are generally deployed. Among them, vaccines, antimicro-
bials, medical devices (i.e. masks), procedures (i.e. quar-
antine). Indeed, an early and as much as comprehensive
evaluation of their value in the mitigation of epidemics’
impact is needed. Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
could help doing that. It could be also useful to predict the
magnitude of the problem and to shed light on alternatives
and needs for organizational reengineering. Anyway, what
are the actions required to make HTA reaching out
preparedness?

Results:
In order to do it, several conditions should be brought
about. The first one is the recognition of the importance of
HTA in projecting health technologies impacts by health
authorities and institutions. The second one is the timeliness
of the assessment. In fact, HTA is generally a time and
resource consuming approach as it is based on the collection
of available evidence and data. Nevertheless, an early
interaction with all stakeholders, the availability of flexible
computer infrastructures for data collection and the
preventive development of impact models might allow
developing the assessment in a limited time. Furthermore,
having dedicated working teams at supranational/national
level could help keep down time and efforts to conduct the
assessment.
Conclusions:
Based on available experiences, advances and barriers in the
use of HTA for preparedness might be highlighted and
actions to strengthen the role of HTA in this field can be
recognized.
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Evidence-based decision-making is central to public health.
Implementing evidence-informed actions is most challenging
during a public health emergency as in an epidemic, when time
is limited, scientific uncertainties and political pressures tend
to be high, and irrefutable evidence may be lacking. The
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak is determining a
scenario of uncertainty for public health decision-making with
fragmented and different responses also within countries (i.e.
regional level), which are implemented quickly, sometimes not
fully supported by the necessary body of scientific evidence. In
such a situation, following a common line and having a shared
tool that would allow to include evidence in public health
decision-making, would be strategic to strengthen the impact
of interventions, enabling stakeholders and decision makers
taking actions based on the best available evidence through a
process which is systematic and transparent. The objective of
this presentation is to use the example of the COVID-19
outbreak, in order to explore how HTA can improve
preparedness and response in emergencies with a high degree
of uncertainty, representing the mechanisms through which
interdisciplinary evidence feeds into decision-making processes
during public health emergencies, addressing the link between
scientific evidence and decision-making in public health
emergencies, overcoming the key challenges faced by public
health experts when advising decision makers, including
strengthening and accelerating knowledge transfer through
rapid HTA, improving networking between actors and
disciplines.
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During 2015-2016 an outbreak of invasive meningococcal
disease due to Neisseria meningitidis serogroup C ST-11
(cc11) occurred in Tuscany, a Region in Central Italy.
Sixty-two cases with 13 deaths (13%) were recorded.
Regional Authorities responded through a mass
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